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SUMMARY
The blood barriers of the nervous system protect neural environments but can hinder therapeutic accessi-
bility. The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is well characterized, consisting of endothelial cells with specialized
tight junctions and low levels of transcytosis, properties conferred by contacting pericytes and astrocytes.
In contrast, the blood-nerve barrier (BNB) of the peripheral nervous system is poorly defined. Here, we char-
acterize the structure of the mammalian BNB, identify the processes that confer barrier function, and
demonstrate how the barrier can be opened in response to injury. The homeostatic BNB is leakier than
the BBB, which we show is due to higher levels of transcytosis. However, the barrier is reinforced by
macrophages that specifically engulf leaked materials, identifying a role for resident macrophages as an
important component of the BNB. Finally, we demonstrate the exploitation of these processes to effectively
deliver RNA-targeting therapeutics to peripheral nerves, indicating new treatment approaches for nervous
system pathologies.
INTRODUCTION

Blood vessels permeate all tissues of the body allowing the

exchange of substances required for normal tissue function.

The degree of blood vessel permeability differs between tissues

with the specialization of endothelial cells (ECs) responsible for

tissue differences,1,2 for example, fenestrated liver ECs are

responsible for the increased permeability of the vasculature

important for liver function.3 In contrast, the CNS requires a high-

ly protected environment that is provided by the most selective

blood vessels of the body that form the blood-brain barrier

(BBB).4–6 The BBB is considered essential for the health of the

CNS but has proven a problematic barrier to the delivery of

therapeutics.7–9

The barrier function of the BBB is the result of ECs with low

rates of transcytosis and strengthened tight junctions that inhibit

transcellular and paracellular transport, respectively.10–15 The

exchange of substances to maintain CNS function is mediated

by influx and efflux transporters and receptor-mediated transcy-

tosis across the ECs.14,16 This specialization of CNS ECs is not

cell-intrinsic but is conferred by signals from other cell types

that compose the vascular unit of the BBB.17–22 Pericytes and

astrocytes provide near-complete coverage of CNS vessels,23,24

and their interactions with ECs provide the signals responsible
Developmental Cell 58, 1–18,
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for the development and the maintenance of their barrier proper-

ties.24–27 In contrast, the blood-nerve barrier (BNB), which pro-

tects peripheral nerves, is poorly defined. What is known is

that the BNB matures postnatally28–30 and that the structure of

the vascular unit must be different—as astrocytes do not exist

in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and that the barrier is

less tight than that of the CNS.31–33 Understanding the structure

and regulation of the BNB has important therapeutic implica-

tions. In addition to the BNB hindering the delivery of therapeu-

tics to the PNS,34,35 the loss of BNB integrity is associated with

peripheral neuropathies.36 Moreover, differential properties of

the BBB and the BNB are thought to be responsible for chemo-

therapy-induced neuropathies—a major limiting factor in these

treatments.37

In previous work, using a mouse model that mimics the regen-

erative response of Schwann cells (SCs) following nerve injury,

we showed that signals from repair SCs were sufficient to

open the BNB,38 providing a model system to understand the

regulation of barrier function. Here, we define the cellular

composition of the vascular unit that comprises the mammalian

BNB, determine the processes underlying barrier function, and

demonstrate how this can be modified to open the barrier in

response to injury signals. In addition, we identify a role for mac-

rophages in BNB function, acting to ‘‘hoover-up’’ leakage across
February 6, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
er the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Definition of the vascular unit of the blood-nerve barrier

(A) Schematic illustrating the two components of the BNB.

(B) Representative confocal images of transverse sections of mouse sciatic nerve showing Glut1 expression (red).

(legend continued on next page)
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the barrier. Finally, we demonstrate how we can increase the

delivery of therapeutics to the PNS providing a paradigm for

delivering drugs to the nervous system.
RESULTS

Definition of the vascular unit of the BNB
In peripheral nerves, the protection of the endoneurium by the

BNB exists at two levels: (1) endoneurial blood vessels

(EndoBVs) and (2) the perineurium (Figures 1A and 1B). The

epineurium is highly vascularized,39 but these blood vessels do

not have barrier function and thereby provided a useful compar-

ative control. The vastmajority of EndoBVs are capillaries or small

arterioles, judged by their size (87% <10 mm in diameter) (Fig-

ure S1A),40 consistent with previous studies.39,41 In contrast, epi-

neurial blood vessels (EpiBVs) are more heterogeneous with

many larger vessels, indicative of venules and arterioles (Fig-

ure S1A). Consistent with their barrier function, both EndoBVs

and the perineurium of mouse sciatic nerves express the bar-

rier-associated glucose transporter 1, Glut1,42 whereas EpiBVs

do not (Figure 1B). Additionally, barrier properties can be visual-

ized with intravenous injection tracers, such as Evans blue, which

stay restricted at the two levels of the barrier (Figure S1B).

In the CNS, blood vessels with barrier function are completely

covered by other cell types, with a high degree of pericyte

coverage with the remaining surface covered by the endfeet of

astrocytes, with neuronal contacts to the surrounding

cells.23,25,43 Together, this structure is defined as the vascular

unit that comprises the BBB.40,43 To determine the cellular

coverage of endoneurial ECs (EndoECs), we initially performed

3D electron microscopy (EM) of mouse sciatic nerves to detect

cellular contacts along individual vessels. In contrast to the

CNS, we found incomplete cellular coverage of PNS EndoECs

with variable coverage between vessels (Figures 1C, S1C and

S1D; Video S1). To quantify a greater number of EndoBVs, we

analyzed high-resolution 2D EM images (Figure 1D, quantified

in 1E) and found a mean coverage of 75.6% demonstrating

that complete cellular coverage of EndoECs is not required for

the BNB.

Analysis of the EM images found that cells with different mor-

phologies were closely associated with the EndoBVs (Figures 1D,

1F, and S1E). In the CNS, pericytes are important for barrier func-

tion23–25,27 and can be identified by their residency within the
(C) Serial block face (SBF)-SEM reconstruction of an EndoBV of mouse sciatic n

(D) Representative TEM image of an EndoBV showing ECs (red), interacting ce

indicate nearby SCs.

(E) Quantification of the coverage of EndoECs quantified from 2D-TEM (black do

SEM, n = 4 mice.

(F) Representative TEM images of cells contacting the BM of EndoECs (red). Pe

(green, purple, and blue) were found more loosely associated via contact with th

(G) Representative TEM image of a pericyte (orange) within the BM of an EC (red

(H) Representative TEM images of transverse sections of EndoBVs showing va

arrowhead indicates another cell type making contact with the BM. Pericyte cov

(I) Graph shows the frequency distribution of pericyte coverage as seen in (H), m

(J) Graph shows no correlation between pericyte coverage and size of vessel. Ea

(K) Representative 3D-surface reconstructed image of a longitudinal sciatic nerv

orange). See Video S2.

(L) 3D image of EndoBVs in a PACT-cleared sciatic nerve showing variable cove

See also Figure S1.
basement membrane (BM) and expression of specific markers. In

previous work, we showed that pericytes within the endoneurium

have a common signature, in that they all express NG2, PDGFRb,

and a-SMA.44 In addition, we found that all endoneurial pericytes

express the pericyte marker CD146/MCAM22 (Figure S1F). Anal-

ysis of EM images could identify pericytes within the BM

(Figures 1H and S1E), whereas other cell types interacted with

the EndoBVs in a looser fashion, contacting the outer layer of the

BM. The identity of the pericyteswas confirmed by correlative light

and EM (CLEM) using a-SMAexpression as amarker (Figures S1F

and S1G). Quantification of pericyte coverage from 2D-EM images

(Figure 1H) found coverage varied between 10%and 100%,with a

mean of 54% (Figure 1I), with no correlation to the size of individual

BVs (Figure 1J). To complement the EM quantification, we quanti-

fied pericyte coverage from surface-rendered 3D confocal images

ofEndoBVs (Figures1KandS1I;VideoS2).Similarly,wefoundvari-

ability in coverage, with a lower mean of 33.86%, consistent with

the lower sensitivity of this technique. The variability of pericyte

coverage between BVs was further confirmed by 3D/PACT immu-

nostaining and immunofluorescence images of sciatic nerve trans-

verse sections (Figures 1L and S1F). Together, these results

demonstrated that differing levels of pericyte coverage are suffi-

cient for barrier function, as, despite variability in EC coverage, all

EndoBVs exhibit barrier function.
Tactocytes andmacrophages contribute to the vascular
unit of the BNB
Our EM analysis showed cells with different morphologies were

making looser contacts with EndoBVs indicating other cell types

may play a similar role to astrocytes within the CNS. To identify

these cells, we used our immunostaining toolbox that enables

the identification of all cell types within the endoneurium,44

together with EM analysis for high-resolution characterization

of interacting cell types. Firstly, we analyzed SCs, which account

for �70% of cells in the endoneurium. However, although many

were observed in close proximity to vessels, we failed to detect

any direct interactions (Figures 1D–1G, 2A, and S1D). In

contrast, we found that two other cell types, tactocytes andmac-

rophages, were associated with all EndoBVs.

Tactocytes are poorly characterized fibroblast-like cells present

within the endoneurium, described variously as fibroblasts,45,46

telocytes,47 pericyte-like cells/tactocytes,44 or mesenchymal pre-

cursor cells.48 We have previously shown they account for
erve shows ECs (red) with interacting cells individually colored. See Video S1.

lls within the BM (orange), and other interacting cells (individually colored). *

ts) and 3D-SBF-SEM (green dots) images. Each dot represents a BV, mean ±

ricytes (orange) were identified by their localization within the BM. Other cells

e surface of the BM.

), with nearby SCs lacking direct contact with the BM.

riable pericyte coverage. ECs and lumen (blue), pericytes (orange). The white

erage is indicated.

ean ± SEM 54% ± 1.78%, n = 139 EndoBVs from 6 mice.

ch dot represents an individual vessel, n = 6 mice.

e section using antibodies to detect ECs (CD31, purple) and pericytes (aSMA,

rage of ECs (VE-cadherin, white) and pericytes (aSMA, red).
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Figure 2. Tactocytes and macrophages contribute to the vascular unit of the BNB

(A) Representative TEM image of an EndoBV (EC, red) and surrounding cells. Pericytes (orange), tactocyte (green). Zooms show a tactocyte contacting the BM

(upper panel), whereas an mSC (*), does not.

(legend continued on next page)
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�12.5% of endoneurial cells and express the pericyte markers

NG2 and PDGFRb and are p75+ but aSMA-negative.44 They

have a characteristic elongated and ER-rich morphology, and

based on their contacts with other cell types within the endoneu-

rium, we named them tactocytes.44 In addition, we found they ex-

press the transmembrane glycoprotein CD34, a common marker

of progenitor cells,49 which is expressed along the elongated pro-

trusions of these cells, permitting visualization of cell:cell contacts

(Figures S2A–S2C). EM analysis of these ER-rich cells, the identity

of which was confirmed by CLEM (Figure S2D), showed they

make intimate contact with blood vessels (Figure 2A). Unlike peri-

cytes, tactocytes interact with the exterior of the BM of the ECs

(Figure 2A), making multiple contacts along the length of

EndoBVs (Figure 2B) with other protrusions stretching into the en-

doneurium (Figures 2C and S2E; Video S3). Tactocyte contacts

could be visualized at both regions of pericyte coverage and at

pericyte-free regions (Figures 2A, 2C, S2A, and S2E) and ap-

peared to be independent of the degree of pericyte coverage of

individual blood vessels. Quantification of the degree of direct

coverage confirmed the variability seen between and along the

length of individual vessels with a mean coverage of 22.45%

(Figure 2D).

The second cell type we identified associated with EndoBVs

were macrophages. Resident macrophages make up around

4%–6% of the endoneurial cell population and all co-express

F4/80 and Iba1.44,50 A proportion of macrophages associated

with EndoBVs (Figure S2F) and longitudinal sections showed

them intimately associated along the length of vessels

(Figures 2E–2F). Their identity in EM images was confirmed by

CLEM (Figure S2G) and showed that similarly to tactocytes,

they remain outside of the BM (Figure S1E) and make contacts

both in regions of pericyte coverage and free of pericytes

(Figures 2F and S2H; Video S4). Quantification of EC direct

coverage by macrophages showed a lower level of coverage

than tactocytes (mean 5.16%) with variability between the ves-

sels (Figure 2D).

To further define the structure of the vascular unit, we used 2D

and 3D immunostaining, together with CLEM to simultaneously

visualize the interacting cell types (Figures 2G–2I and S2I–S2J;

Video S5), and confirmed that no other cell types were making

regular contact with the vessels. This allowed us to define the

BNB vascular unit as ECs with closely interacting pericytes

and more loosely associated tactocytes and macrophages (Fig-

ure 2J). Although there is some variability in the degree of
(B) Representative confocal image of a longitudinal section of an EndoBV in mou

making multiple contacts along the vessel.

(C) Representative 3D-surface reconstructed image of a longitudinal sciatic nerv

(CD34, gray). See Video S3.

(D) Quantification of EndoEC coverage by tactocytes and macrophages from (C

EndoBV, n = 4 mice. Mean ± SEM.

(E and F) Representative confocal images of longitudinal sections of EndoBVs sho

(CD31, purple), pericytes (aSMA, orange), and macrophages (F4/80, blue). See V

(G) Representative CLEM image of an EndoBV labeled to detect tactocytes (CD

(H) Representative confocal images of transverse sections of sciatic nerve labe

white), and macrophages (F4/80, magenta).

(I) Representative 3D-surface reconstructed image of a longitudinal sciatic nerve

macrophages, (F4/80, blue), and tactocytes (CD34, gray). See Video S5.

(J) Schematics comparing the vascular unit of the BBB and BNB.

See also Figure S2.
coverage between regions of EndoBVs, a consistent multicel-

lular structure could be observed. While there are similarities to

the vascular unit comprising the BBB, the vascular unit of the

BNB shows a different cellular composition and lower degree

of cellular coverage while maintaining barrier function.

The vascular unit of the PNS is conserved across
organisms and nerve types
We then addressed whether the PNS vascular unit is conserved

in other mammalian species. In adult rats, Evans blue was

restricted at the level of the perineurium and EndoECs (Fig-

ure S3A), and both expressed Glut1 (Figure S3B), consistent

with previous studies.51 Importantly, we identified a highly

similar, multicellular structure, demonstrating the vascular unit

is conserved in rats (Figures 3A–3B and S3C). Similar to mice,

pericytes were embeddedwithin the ECBM,whereas tactocytes

and macrophages made contacts along the outside of the BM

(Figure 3C). The only notable difference was that the cellular

coverage of EndoECs was higher than in the mouse (94.6%

versus 75.6%), mostly due to greater coverage by pericytes

(Figures 3C–3E). This correlated with an increase in vessel size,

perhaps reflecting a requirement for higher coverage in larger

vessels (Figure S3D). Analysis of human peripheral nerves iden-

tified a similar vascular unit within the endoneurium (Figures 3F–

3H and S3E–S3G). As in rodents, we observed that EndoECs

were not always fully covered by other cell types (Figure S3G)

and that pericyte coverage was variable, with mean coverage

levels (74%) in between that of the mouse (54%) and rat (88%)

(Figures 3E and S3E). Notably, using high-resolution 3D-EM

analysis, we were able to observe extensive, reciprocal, peg-

socket interactions between ECs and pericytes (Figure 3G in-

sets), which are characteristic of pericyte/EC interactions in the

CNS and have been proposed to mediate cell communication

important for vascular homeostasis.52

Our initial analysis was of the mouse sciatic nerve, a large spi-

nal nerve with a mixture of sensory and motor axons. To charac-

terize other peripheral nerve types, we analyzed (1) facial cranial

nerve-CN VII consisting of motor, sensory, and parasympathetic

fibers and (2) the saphenous nerve, which consists solely of sen-

sory axons. The exclusion of Evans blue showed they exhibited

barrier function at the level of EndoECs and the perineurium.

Moreover, the composition of the vascular unit was highly similar

to the structure detected in the sciatic nerve (Figure S3H).

Together, these results demonstrate the conservation of the
se sciatic nerve showing ECs (CD31, magenta) and tactocytes (CD34, green)

e section. EndoECs (CD31, purple), pericytes (aSMA, orange), and tactocytes

) and (F). Different shades represent individual mice. Each dot represents an

wing (E) ECs (CD31, green) andmacrophages (Iba1, magenta) and (F) EndoECs

ideo S4.

34, cyan), macrophages (F4/80, red), and pericytes (aSMA, green).

led to detect ECs (CD31, green), pericytes (aSMA, yellow), tactocytes (CD34,

section labeled to detect EndoECs (CD31, purple), pericytes (aSMA, orange),
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(A) Representative confocal images of transverse sections of rat sciatic nerves labeled to detect pericytes (aSMA, magenta), tactocytes (CD34, green), and
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(legend continued on next page)
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vascular unit in peripheral nerves implying the importance of this

cellular structure in conferring barrier function.
The BNB is conferred by specialized tight junctions and
low levels of transcytosis
In the CNS, endothelial barrier function is conferred by special-

ized TJs that prevent paracellular flux between the ECs and

extremely low levels of transcytosis across the ECs.53 To deter-

mine the nature of the BNB in the PNS, we injected horseradish

peroxidase (HRP) into the tail veins of mice and used EM to

determine EndoEC permeability. We compared EndoBVs, which

have barrier function, with EpiBVs, which do not, to detect prop-

erties associated with barrier function rather than tissue differ-

ences (Figure 1A). EndoEC junctions appeared impermeable to

HRP, with a ‘‘kissing point’’ very close to the inner surface of

the ECs, similar to those of the BBB54 (Figures 4A and S4A,

quantified in 4B). By contrast, the junctions of EpiECs appeared

more permeable, with HRP detected along their length. Consis-

tent with this functional analysis, we detected the differential

expression of junctional proteins associated with the specialized

TJs of the BBB (Figures 4C and S4B).53 Specifically, we found

occludin, a key structural component of the TJs of the BBB,

was detectable at EndoEC TJs but was absent in EpiECs and

that claudin-5, the most enriched TJ protein of the BBB, was ex-

pressed at EC TJs in all EndoBVs but in a much lower proportion

of EpiBVs (<20%). In contrast, the junctional proteins VE-cad-

herin and ZO1 were expressed similarly in vessels with and

without barrier function.

Analysis of nerves fromHRP-injected animals also revealed that

levels of transcytosis were lower in EndoECs compared with

EpiECs, as measured by both the number and density of HRP-

containing vesicles within the ECs (Figures 4D–4G and S4A).

Low levels of transcytosis are consistent with barrier function;

however, the levels appeared higher than those of the BBB in

which transcytotic vesicles are rarely detectable.55,56 Instead,

they more closely resembled those of the blood-retinal barrier

(BRB),6 which is consistent with a higher permeability compared

with the BBB.31–33 Transcytosis is associated with the expression

of plasmalemma vesicle-associated protein (PLVAP/PV-1), a pro-

tein involved in the stabilization of caveolae, transcellular chan-

nels, and the formation of fenestrae.57 PLVAP is not expressed

in CNS vessels but becomes upregulated when the barrier is dis-

rupted in pathologies such as cancer.58–60 Consistentwith the low
(B) Representative confocal image of the vascular unit in rat sciatic nerve. The lum

white), and macrophages (Iba1, red).

(C) Representative TEM images of EndoECs (red) and contacting cells in rat sciat

other cells (blue) were more loosely associated with the blood vessel.

(D) Quantification of EndoEC coverage determined from TEM images of mouse

1.026%, mouse 75.52% ± 1.546% (n = 3 rats and n = 4 mice. Mann-Whitney p v

(E) Graph shows the frequency distribution of pericyte coverage calculated from E

from 3 human samples). Mean pericyte coverage ± SEM: mouse 53.3% ± 1.80%

parisons of the three means, p value < 0.0001).

(F) Representative confocal images of human endoneurial vasculature showing

dotted lines). Tactocytes (CD34, green, upper) and macrophages (Iba1, green, lo

(G) Representative array tomography (AT)-SEM images of human EndoECs (red) a

were more loosely associated. Insets show snapshots of reciprocal peg-socket

(H) Representative 3D-surface reconstructed image of a longitudinal human peri

(aSMA, orange), tactocytes (CD34, gray, upper panel), and macrophages (Iba1,

See also Figure S3.
levels of transcytosis in EndoECs, we found that PLVAP was not

detectable in EndoECs. In contrast, the vast majority of EpiBVs

(82%) were studded with PLVAP (Figures 4H–4I and S4C). Of

note, PLVAP- EpiBVswereClaudin+ and likely represent a distinct

type of vessel (Figures 4H and S4C). Together, these results

showed that, similarly to the CNS, blood barrier function in the

PNS is associated with specialized TJs between ECs and by the

maintenance of low levels of transcytosis.
Schwann cells increased permeability of the BNB is
associated with higher levels of transcytosis
In the PNS, the BNB can be regulated in that the barrier opens

following an injury, coincident with the inflammatory response

that is important for nerve regeneration.38,39 In previous work,

we showed that the opening of the BNB was orchestrated by

SCs.38,61 Following an injury, SCs are ‘‘reprogramed’’ to a pro-

genitor-like state driven by sustained signaling through the

ERK-signaling pathway.38,62–64 We developed a transgenic

mousemodel that couldmimic this process by inducing elevated

ERK-signaling specifically in myelinating SCs (mSCs) (P0-RafTR

mice).38 Using this model, we showed that activation of ERK-

signaling in mSCs was sufficient to open the BNB (Figure 5A)

providing a powerful model to study the mechanisms by which

a blood barrier can be opened in a regulated fashion. To deter-

mine the processes by which SCs open the BNB, we analyzed

changes in the two components of the BNB following opening

of the barrier in the P0-RafTR mouse model. Analysis of the peri-

neurium showedminimal structural changes by EM (Figure S5B),

and the immunostaining of junctional proteins (VE-cadherin and

ZO1) showed that junctions between the perineurial cells ap-

peared unchanged (Figure S5C). Consistent with no structural

changes, we found the functional integrity of the perineurium

was unchanged, demonstrating that the perineurial barrier re-

mained intact following the SC-mediated opening of the BNB

(Figures S5D and S5E).

We next analyzed EndoBVs. An EM analysis showed that EC

morphology changed following the opening of the barrier, in that

they appeared less compact and projected more protrusions

into the lumen (FiguresS5A,S5F, andS5G). Todeterminechanges

to the permeability of the EndoBVs, we first analyzed the TJs and

found no increase in the permeability of the TJs when the barrier

was opened, asmeasuredby theEManalysis of HRPpermeability

(Figures5B–5C).Consistentwith this,wedidnot detect changes in
en is visualized with lectin (yellow), pericytes (aSMA, cyan), tactocytes (CD34,

ic nerves. Pericytes (orange), identified by their localization within the BM, and

and rat sciatic nerves. Each dot represents a BV, mean ± SEM rat 94.58% ±

alue < 0.0001).

M images (n = 134 BVs from 6mice and n = 109 BVs from 3 rats and n = 109 BVs

, rat 87.6% ± 1.58%, human 74.41% ± 1.85%. Kruskal-Wallis multiple com-

pericytes (aSMA, magenta) closely associated with EndoECs (UEA-I or white

wer) are found in looser contact.

nd contacting cells. Pericytes (orange) were within the BM, whereas other cells

interactions (arrowheads) identified from AT-SEM analysis.

pheral nerve section using antibodies to detect ECs (CD31, purple), pericytes

blue, lower panel) associating along the vessel.
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(A) Representative TEM images of EndoECs and EpiECs from mouse sciatic nerves harvested 5 min following intravenous injection of HRP. White arrowheads

indicate penetration of HRP into TJs.

(legend continued on next page)
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the expression of junctional proteins (Figures 5D and S5H). In

contrast, we found an increase in transcytosis levelswhen the bar-

rier opened, as measured by both EM analysis of HRP+--

transcytotic vesicles (Figures 5E–5H) and immunofluorescence

analysis of a second tracer, BSA-FITC (Figures 5I–5J). Consistent

with an increase in transcytosis, we observed the upregulation of

PLVAP in all EndoBVs (Figures 5K–5L) along with an increase in

caveolin-1 (Figures5M–5N). Together, these results demonstrated

that the ‘‘opening’’ of the BNB appears independent of changes to

the perineurium or the TJs of EndoECs but is instead associated

with increased transcytosis by EndoECs. Importantly, we showed

the opening of the barrier was reversible. Following the removal of

tamoxifen, the SCs redifferentiate and the animals regain func-

tion.38 In parallel, we found BNB function returned, as measured

by Evans blue permeability and PLVAP levels returned to basal

levels consistent with reconstituted barrier status (Figure S5I). To

determine if changes to the vascular unit were responsible for

the opening of the BNB, we analyzed the composition of the

vascular unit following opening of the barrier. EM analysis showed

thedegreeofpericytecoverage remainedunchanged (FiguresS5J

andS5K).Moreover, tactocytesalso remainedassociatedwith the

blood vessels at similar levels (Figures S5L and S5M). In contrast,

wedetectedadecrease in thenumberofmacrophagesassociated

with EndoBVs, when the BNB was opened (Figures 5O and S5N;

Video S6), despite a large increase in the number ofmacrophages

within the nerve, indicatingapotential role formacrophages inbar-

rier function.

Macrophages enforce the BNB
To determine if macrophages confer barrier function, we used a

well-characterized pharmacological approach to deplete macro-

phages from peripheral nerves. This involved treating mice with

PLX5622 that targets the CSF1-R, required for macrophage sur-

vival and proliferation, and has been shown to efficiently deplete

macrophages and microglia from the nervous system.65,66

Following the administration of PLX5622 for 11–12 days, we found

an almost complete (>90%) depletion of macrophages from pe-

ripheral nerves, whereas the levels of tactocytes and pericytes

were unaffected (Figures 6A and S6A). However, we found that

the depletion of macrophages did not appear to affect barrier

function, as we did not detect increases in TJ permeability or

transcytosis within the EndoECs indicating that macrophages

were not responsible for the tightness of the BNB (Figures 6B-

6C, and S6B-S6C). Furthermore, the permeability of the perineu-

rium was also unchanged in macrophage-depleted nerves,
(B) Graph shows the relative frequency distribution of the penetration of HRP into

junctions from 3 mice, mean ± SEM: EndoBVs 0.16 ± 0.018, EpiBVs 0.45 ± 0.02

(C) Representative iSIM fluorescent images of longitudinal sections of EndoBVs a

(red). Percentages indicate mean ± SEM of positive BVs (EndoBVs/EpiBVs from 3

39/32). Scale bars, 10 mm.

(D) Representative TEM images of EndoECs and EpiECs of mouse sciatic nerve

indicate HRP+ vesicles.

(E) Quantification of (D). Each dot represents a blood vessel (n = 3 mice).

(F) Graph shows the mean number of HRP+ vesicles ± SEM per blood vessel as

(G) Graph shows the mean vesicular density ± SEM, as represented in (E), unpa

(H) Representative confocal images showing longitudinal sections of mouse sciat

a dashed line. Right panels show zoomed images of a EpiBV showing punctate

(I) Graph shows the percentage of EndoBVs and EpiBVs that are positive for PLV

See also Figure S4.
demonstrating that both components of the BNB remained func-

tional in the absence of macrophages (Figures S6D and S6E).

While performing these experiments, we observed that mac-

rophages rapidly engulfed any HRP that leaked across the

BNB in control animals, with levels continuing to accumulate in

a time-dependent fashion (Figure 6D). Strikingly, pericytes, tac-

tocytes, and nearby SCs failed to accumulate any detectable

HRP indicating a process specific to macrophages (Figures 6E

and 6F). A similar uptake of other fluorescent tracers (40 kDa

dextran-FITC and BSA-FITC) by macrophages was also

observed (Figures 6G, S6F, and S6G), whereas no such leakage

or uptake by microglia was observed in the brain (Figure S6G).

The process was also conserved in rats, with resident macro-

phages accumulating leaked HRP within the endoneurium of

rat sciatic nerves (Figure S6H).

The efficient ‘‘vacuuming’’ of material that enters the endoneu-

rium suggested that the increased permeability of the BNB may

be compensated for by macrophages, providing an additional

mechanism to protect the nerve environment. Consistent with

this hypothesis, we detected the accumulation of HRP throughout

the endoneurium ofmacrophage-depleted nerves. The leakage of

HRP into the endoneurium could be observed by eye, in nerves

depleted of macrophages when stained for HRP reactivity (Fig-

ure 6H, left). Fluorescence microscopy showed that in contrast

to control nerves, whereHRPwas detectable onlywithin the blood

vessels and macrophages, nerves lacking macrophages showed

high levels of HRP throughout the endoneurium (Figure 6H, mid-

dle). Quantification showed the area of HRP staining was �24%

of the endoneurium (Figure S6I), corresponding to the known in-

trafascicular space,67 consistent with the spread of leaked mate-

rial throughout the endoneurium. EM analysis confirmed this

finding, with HRP detected in the spaces between mSCs,

obscuring collagen bundles seen in control nerves (Figure 6H,

right). Similar results were obtained with a second tracer, 10kDa

dextran-FITC (Figures S6J and S6K). These findings indicate

that macrophages provide a secondary barrier to enforce the

protection provided by the ECs to further protect the nerve

environment from blood-borne molecules.

Increasing the permeability of theBNBcan improve drug
delivery to the PNS
The BNB is thought to be important to maintain the PNSmicroen-

vironment, but it also hinders therapeutic delivery.34 Identifying

that the BNB can be reversibly regulated by SCs and the role of

macrophages in enforcing the barrier provides potential
the junctions of EndoECs (black) and EpiECs (blue) (n = 55/52 BVs and 194/194

5, Mann-Whitney comparison of the means, p value < 0.0001).

nd EpiBVs from mouse sciatic nerves stained for indicated junctional proteins

mice: claudin-5 n = 25/22, occludin n = 54/33, ZO1 n = 43/31, VE-cadherin n =

s harvested 5 min following intravenous injection of HRP. White arrowheads

represented in (E), unpaired t test p value = 0.0046.

ired t test p value = 0.0112.

ic nerve stained for PLVAP (white) and CD31 (red). The perineurium is shown by

staining of PLVAP.

AP and claudin-5 (n = 25 EndoBVs and 22 EpiBVs from 3 mice).
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Figure 5. Schwann cells increased permeability of the BNB is associated with higher levels of transcytosis

(A) Mouse sciatic nerves from control and P0-RafTRmice, day 10 after the first administration of tamoxifen, injected with Evans blue, prior to harvest. Upper panel

shows light images of intact nerves. Lower panel shows fluorescent images of transverse sections showing Evans blue (white).

(legend continued on next page)
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mechanisms to increase drug delivery to the PNS. Antisense oli-

gonucleotides (ASOs) are short, single-stranded DNA molecules

that are designed to modify specific and often pathogenic gene

expression.68 ASOs are potentially powerful therapeutics for the

nervous system and are showing promise for the treatment of dis-

eases such asmuscular dystrophy and Huntington’s disease.69,70

However, blood neural barriers act as a major limiting factor for

delivery to these tissues.68,71–73

To determine the effects of opening the barrier on the ability to

deliver ASOs into the endoneurium of peripheral nerves, we

analyzed the uptake of ASOs conjugated to Cy3 into peripheral

nerves, permitting both a quantitative analysis of uptake and the

visualization of the mechanisms involved. We injected ASOs tar-

geting the long non-coding RNAMalat1 into the tail vein of tamox-

ifen-treated control and P0-RafTR animals at a time point when

the BNB is open in the P0-RafTR mice. Consistent with the BNB

providing a barrier to ASO uptake in control animals, the majority

of ASO-associated fluorescence was retained outside of the en-

doneurium, with expression restricted to macrophages within

the endoneurium (Figures 7A–7C). By contrast, in P0-RafTR ani-

mals, ASO-associated fluorescence could be detected at high

levels throughout the endoneurium, rapidly (10 min) and over a

sustained period, following a single injection (Figures 7A–7C)

with high levels of fluorescence observed in most cells within

the endoneurium (Figures 7C and 7D). Importantly, as many ther-

apeutics would aim to target SCs, we could detect high levels of

the fluorescent ASO within mSCs (Figures 7E and 7F). Consistent

with increased levels of transcytosis being responsible for the

opening of the BNB, the labeled ASO was detected within vesic-

ular structures within the cytoplasm of ECs (Figures 7G and 7H

and quantified in 7I). Consistent with increased levels of ASO

within the nerves of P0-RafTRmice, there was a greater decrease

ofMalat1RNA levels in the nerves of thesemice (Figure 7J). These

results demonstrate the potential of manipulating the BNB to

improve therapeutic delivery to the PNS.

DISCUSSION

The endoneurium of peripheral nerves is a protected environ-

ment enforced by the BNB. Here, we define the cellular structure
(B) Representative TEM images of indicated mice treated with tamoxifen for 1

penetration of HRP into the EC junctions (white dotted lines).

(C) Quantification of (B), (Ctrl/P0-RafTR n = 3/4 mice, 79/45 BVs, and 212/240 ju

(D) Representative confocal images showing longitudinal sections of EndoB

claudin-5 (green).

(E) Representative TEM images of indicated mice treated with tamoxifen for 10 da

arrowheads.

(F) Quantification of (E). Each dot represents a blood vessel from 3 controls and

(G) Graph shows the mean number of HRP+ vesicles per blood vessel ± SEM fro

(H) Graph shows the mean vesicular density ± SEM from (F). t test p value = 0.0

(I) Representative confocal images of EndoBVs from indicated mice (day 10), inje

(J) Quantification of (I). n = 4 mice per group. t test p value = 0.003.

(K) Representative iSIM super-resolution images showing longitudinal sections o

PLVAP (white). Scale bars, 10 mm.

(L) Quantification of (K), (n = 16 EndoBV and 27 EpiBV from 3 control mice and n

(M) Representative 3D-surface-reconstructed, super-resolution image of an Endo

(N) Quantification of (M). Different shades of blue represent the 4 mice analyzed. E

(O) Representative confocal images showing the localization of macrophages (wh

mice (day 10). Upper panels show all macrophages, lower panels only EndoBV-

See also Figure S5.
that provides this protection and shows that it differs markedly

from the well-defined vascular unit that constitutes the BBB. In

contrast to vessels in the CNS, the endothelium of blood vessels

in the PNS is only partially covered by other cell types, and these

cell types are different from those that envelop the endothelium

in the CNS. Pericyte coverage appears somewhat similar to the

CNS23,74 and tactocytes and macrophages provide additional

coverage instead of the astrocyte coverage observed in the

CNS. Interestingly, although the overall cellular coverage of the

endothelium is lower in the PNS, our 3D analysis showed that

each cell type makes some contact with the majority of ECs

along individual blood vessels, indicating that each cell type

may contribute to barrier function. The distinctive multicellular

structure of the BNB vascular unit is conserved within the mouse

and in both rat and human peripheral nerves. This conservation

of the vascular unit of the PNS between nerve types and species

argues the importance of this multicellular structure in conferring

barrier function and our findings on the differences to the BBB

are an important step to understanding and manipulating these

distinct barriers.

In the CNS, the barrier function of the endothelium is conferred

by signals from both pericytes and astrocytes.24–26,75–77 In PNS

vessels, the high level of pericyte coverage makes it likely that

pericytes have a similar role in conferring barrier function, though

this remains to be tested. However, astrocytes do not exist in pe-

ripheral nerves so interactions with other cell types are likely to

be important. Macrophages do not appear to be involved, as

we found that the depletion of macrophages had no effect on

the permeability of the primary barrier. In contrast, tactocytes

are good candidates to confer barrier function. These poorly

characterized cells have a distinct morphology, exhibiting multi-

ple, long, thin protrusions that interact with multiple cell types

within the endoneurium.44 Moreover, they exhibit extensive,

direct endfeet-like contacts with the BM of EndoBVs indicative

of a signaling role and resembling aspects of astrocyte biology.

This suggests that tactocytes may act as astrocytes of the PNS

and may therefore have important roles in the development and/

or maintenance of barrier function in the PNS. Further work is

needed to better understand this cell type and characterize the

nature of their interactions in peripheral nerves.
0 days and injected with HRP prior to harvest. Orange arrowheads indicate

nctions).

Vs (white dotted outline) of control and P0RafTR (day 10), stained for

ys and injected with HRP prior to harvest. HRP+ vesicles are marked by orange

4 P0-RafTR mice.

m (F). t test p value = 0.0028.

331.

cted with BSA-FITC, 6 h prior to harvest and stained for CD31 (red).

f sciatic nerves from indicated mice (day 10) stained for claudin-5 (green) and

= 48 EndoBV and 38 EpiBV from 5 P0-RafTR mice).

BV from indicated mice (day 10), stained for caveolin-1 (green) and CD31 (red).

ach dot represents an EndoEC, mean ± SEM (unpaired t test p value = 0.0055).

ite) in the endoneurium of iDISCO-cleared mouse sciatic nerves from indicated

associated macrophages. See Video S6.
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Similarly to blood vessels in the CNS, we found that ECs in pe-

ripheral nerves have specialized cell:cell junctions that inhibit

leakage between the cells, together with low levels of transcyto-

sis. However, transcytosis levels were higher than those in the

CNS but similar to those found associated with the BRB consis-

tent with the ‘‘leakier’’ nature of both the BRB and the BNB.6Why

the neural environments of the PNS and the retina appear to

require less protection remains unclear—it could reflect that

these nerve types are less sensitive to some leakage or perhaps

permits the transport of substances needed for their distinct en-

vironments and/or reflects the different requirements of support-

ing axons at greater distances from their cell bodies. Importantly,

however, we found that this ‘‘leaked’’ material was rapidly

cleared from the endoneurium by macrophages. Macrophages

do not appear to confer barrier function. Instead, macrophages

appear to act as a second line of defense by vacuuming up

material that crosses the barrier. This role of macrophages in

enforcing barrier function implies that aspects of this ‘‘leakage’’

could have detrimental effects on the endoneurial environment.

Uptake into macrophages is rapid, specific, and efficient, in

that in the absence of macrophages, leaked material rapidly ac-

cumulates to fill the endoneurial space, implying an important

role in maintaining the protected environment of the endoneu-

rium. This homeostatic role becomes overwhelmed once the

barrier is opened, resulting in the uptake of substances by other

cell types—emphasizing their unique role in clearing leaked

material and potential therapeutic avenues.

Many disorders of the PNS have been associated with defects

in the BNB, such as diabetic neuropathies, pain, and neurode-

generation. However, the mechanisms underlying the pathol-

ogies remain relatively poorly understood.36,37,78 Our findings

and tools should provide a platform to address the role of the

BNB in these various pathologies. In addition, a great advantage

of our model system (P0-RafTR mice) is that we can reversibly

‘‘open’’ the BNB in the absence of trauma, which simplifies the

analysis of mechanisms by which the barrier can be controlled.

Using this model, we found that transport across the endothe-

lium was associated with higher levels of transcytosis without

any change to the permeability of the TJs. This was coincident

with the upregulation of PLVAP expression in all EndoBVs,
Figure 6. Macrophages enforce the BNB

(A) Quantification of Figure S6A showing macrophage (F4/80+), tactocyte (CD34+

(dark gray) or PLX5622 (light gray) containing chow. Mean ± SEM, n = 14/16 mic

0.2978 for tactocytes and 0.5460 for pericytes and p value < 0.0001 for macroph

(B) Quantification of the permeability of TJs in control and PLX5622 treated mice f

control 0.05 ± 0.017, PLX5622 0.095 ± 0.019, Mann-Whitney comparison of the

(C) Quantification of (Figure S6B), transcytosis levels in control (black) and PLX5

control and 6 PLX5622 mice).

(D) Representative TEM images of mouse sciatic nerves following the intravenous

point to macrophages containing HRP.

(E) Representative TEM image of mouse sciatic nerves following the intravenou

lated HRP.

(F) Representative confocal images of mouse sciatic nerves following the intrav

lated HRP.

(G) Representative confocal images of mouse sciatic nerves following the intrave

right panel) and harvested 6 h later.

(H) Left: representative images of 150 mm thick nerve sections stained with 3,3-dia

reactivity (magenta). Right: TEM images of HRP accumulation in the endoneuria

See also Figure S6.
reflective of a switch to an ‘‘open’’ endothelium in all vessels

within the nerve. Little is known about the cargos of transcytotic

vesicles andwhether they exhibit selected transport.79We found

that all tracers we tested were transported by transcytotic vesi-

cles; moreover, we found that ASOs delivered to the blood were

also transported across ECs by this route, highlighting the poten-

tial to temporarily upregulate these pathways to improve drug

delivery to the nervous system.

Limitations of the study
The signals by which SCs increase transcytosis rates in ECs

have not been identified and will be the focus of future studies.

Moreover, these findings may not be directly translatable

because of associated demyelination and potential inflammatory

responses, together with the non-specificity of the molecules

transported; however, this work provides new approaches and

targets toward a therapeutic goal.
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Figure 7. Increasing the permeability of the BNB can improve drug delivery to the PNS

(A) Representative fluorescent image of ASO-cy3 (white) distribution in transverse sections of the sciatic nerve, 10 min following intravenous injection into

indicated mice, day 10 after first tamoxifen administration.

(legend continued on next page)
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Invitrogen Molecular Probes TSA Kit 25,

with HRP-streptavidin and Alexa

Fluor 594 tyramide

Thermo Fischer Scientific Cat# T-20935

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Crl:CD(SD) Rattus norvegicus Charles River Laboratories 001 Cat#734476; RRID:RGD734476

C57BL/6J Charles River Laboratories 632 Cat# JAX_000664;

RRID:IMSR_JAX:000664

P0-RafTR mouse Napoli et al.38 Available from Jackson Stock# 018449

Oligonucleotides

B2M forward: CAGTCTCAGTGGGGTGAAT

reverse: ATGGGAAGCCGAACATACTG

This paper N/A

Malat1 forward: TGGGTTAGAGAAGGCGTGTACTG

reverse: TCAGCGGCAACTGGGAAA

This paper N/A

Antisense Oligonucleotide Malat1:

GCATTCTAATAGCAGC

IONIS Pharmaceuticals N/A

Software and algorithms

Fiji / ImageJ Schindelin et al.84 https://imagej.net/Fiji/Downloads
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Prism GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/ scientific-

software/prism/

Imaris V9.1.2 Oxford Instruments https://imaris.oxinst.com/

Plugin A posteriori shading correction Developed by Maxime PINCHON,

Laetitia PASQUET, No€el BONNET

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/

inserm514/

Adobe Photoshop CC Adobe Systems https://www.adobe.com/

Amira ThermoFisher https://www.thermofisher.com

iTEM OSIS https://www.olympus-sis.com/

Adobe Illustrator CC Adobe Systems https://www.adobe.com/

Other: Microscopes

SPE3 Leica TCS SPE 405nm, 488nm, 561nm and 635nm

SPE8 Leica TCS SPE8 STED 3x UV and white light laser 470–670nm

Multiphoton Zeiss LSM880 405,488,561 and 633, lambda acquisition

LSM900 Zeiss LSM900 405, 488, 561 and 640 lasers

iSIM Nikon GFP4 structure illumination

microscope

Nikon Ti2 stand and Hamamatsu Flash 4

camera

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) FEI Tecnai 12 Spirit BioTwin OSIS morada

Serial Block Face SEM (SBF SEM) Zeiss Sigma VP Gatan 3View

Array tomography SEM (AT SEM) Zeiss Gemini 300 Atlas 5, Sense Detector and tandem

decel
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Alison

Lloyd (alison.lloyd@ucl.ac.uk).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d Microscopy data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyse the data reported in this paper is available from the Lead Contact upon

request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODELS AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Rodent husbandry
Mice and rats were group-housed in a 12-hour light/dark cycle (light between 07:00 and 19:00) in a temperature-controlled room (21.1 ±

1.1C) with free access to water and food at the Central Biological Service Unit at University College London, UK. Bothmale and female

adultmicewereused (6-12weeksold). Forexperimentswith theP0-RafTRstrain, negative littermateswereusedascontrols.Youngmale

adult ratswereused (6 -10weeksold),weighingbetween150and250g.All animalworkwascarriedout inaccordance toUKHomeOffice

regulations.

Human tissue
Human nerves were obtained from the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital in London, UK. Nerve sections were surgically removed

from the wrists or legs of patients upon amputation for the treatment of osteosarcomas. Full ethical approval was in place and

informed consent was obtained. Establishment UCL Cancer Institute. IRAS project ID: 27816. REC reference 20/YH/0088.
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METHOD DETAILS

Administration of substances
Tamoxifen (Sigma, T5648) was dissolved in ethanol at a concentration of 200mg/ml and further diluted in sunflower oil (Sigma, S5007)

to reach a final concentration of 20mg/ml. The solution was vortexed for >3 hours to ensure total dissolution. Adult P0-RafTR and

littermate controls were injected intraperitoneally or gavaged with a daily dose of tamoxifen at 150-200mg/g of body weight for

5 days and harvested on indicated days.

PLX5622 was formulated in AIN-76A chow at 1200ppm and was kindly provided by Plexxikon Inc. Animals were provided free

access to either PLX5622-containing chow or control chow for 11-12 days before harvesting.

Intravenous tracers were injected into the tail vein of adult animals. Evans Blue solution was freshly prepared by dissolving Evans

Blue (Sigma, E2129) and BSA (Sigma, A3294) in PBS to reach a concentration of 1% or 2% and 5%, respectively. Each animal was

injected with 10ml/g of body weight and harvested 30 minutes later. HRP solution was prepared by dissolving 125mg of HRP type II

(Sigma, P8250) in 2.5ml PBS. Each animal was injected with a single dose of 0.5mg/g of body weight and harvested at indicated time

points. Lysine fixable BSA-FITC (Invitrogen, A23015) or 40kDa or 10kDa Dextran-FITC (Thermo Fisher Scientific, D1845) were pre-

pared at 1.5 mg/ml in PBS. Animals were injected with 10ml/g of body weight and were harvested 30 minutes or 6 hours later. The

contents of a 2mg vial of fluorescent lectin (Vector, RL-1102) were injected into 200g rats. Animals were harvested 5 minutes later.

Antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) were provided by Ionis Pharmaceuticals: Cy3-Malat1 #785313 stock solution at 24mg/ml,

diluted in sterile PBS to inject mice at 1mg/ml solution at 10ml/g of body weight. Malat1 #556089 powder, reconstituted in sterile

PBS, injected 10mg/ml at 10ml/g of body weight.

qRT-PCR
Immediately after dissection, sciatic nerveswere snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80�C until further processing. Both sciatic

nerves of each animalwere crushed and homogenised ondry ice and then lysed in Trizol Reagent (Ambion). One volumeof 70%ethanol

was added, and this solutionwas loaded onto Purelinkmicro columns (ThermoFisher). RNAwas extracted following themanufacturer’s

protocol, including the DNAse digestion step, with all centrifugations performed atR12,000g for 15 seconds. 500ng-1mg of RNA was

then reverse-transcribed using Super-Script II Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantita-

tive PCR (qPCR) was then performed using the MESA Blue qPCR Kit (Eurogentec). 0.5ml of template cDNA and 12.5ml of MESA blue

qPCR MasterMix Plus kit (Eurogentec) including 0.8ml of forward and reverse primers mix (at 5mM) (see sequences in key resources

table) were used per reaction in a 96-well plate. Water was used as a negative control. Relative expression values for each gene of

interest were obtained after normalising to B2M. Primer sequence of genes of interest can be found in the key resources table.

Immunofluorescence
Sciatic nerves were dissected and fixed for a minimum of 4 hours in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)/PBS, cryoprotected in 30%

sucrose/PBS overnight at 4�C, incubated in 50% OCT/30% sucrose/PBS for 2 hours, embedded in OCT and finally frozen in liquid

nitrogen. Transverse (10mm) or longitudinal (10-30mm) cryosections were cut using a cryostat (Leica), permeabilised in 0.3% triton/

PBS for 30 minutes, washed and then blocked in 10% goat or donkey serum (Sigma)/PBS for 1 hour at RT. Primary antibodies were

diluted in 10% goat or donkey serum/PBS and incubated overnight at 4�C. Antibodies used were

Cav-1 (Cell Signaling 3267, 1:500), CD31 (BD Biosciences 550274, 1:100), CD31 (R & D Systems, AF3628, 1:200), CD34 (Abcam,

ab81289, 1:400), CD146 (Abcam ab75769, 1:100), Claudin 5 (Thermo Fisher Scientific 35-2500, 1:500), F4/80 (Bio-Rad MCA497,

1:400), Glut1 (Abcam ab652, 1:500), Iba1 (Wako 019-19741, 1:500), Iba1 (Abcam ab5076, 1:500), Neurofilament (Abcam ab4680,

1:1000), PDGFRb (Abcam ab32570, 1:500), PDGFRa (R&D Systems, AF1062, 1:100), p75NTR (Millipore, 07-476, 1:400), Reca1

(Bio-Rad MCA970R, 1:100), UEA I (Vector Laboratories FL-1061, 1:100). After washing with PBS, the appropriate fluorescent sec-

ondary antibodies Alexa Fluor 488, 594 or 647 (Thermo Fisher 1:400) and/or primary coupled antibodies aSMA-FITC (Sigma-

Aldrich F3777, 1:1000), aSMA-FITC (Sigma-Aldrich C6198, 1:1000), Fluoromyelin (Life technologies F34652, 1:1000) were used

with Hoechst for 1 hour at RT. Samples were mounted in Fluoromount G (Southern Biotechnology).

For samples requiring post-fixation, nerves were snap frozen and after cryosectioning, sections were immediately post-fixed with

4% PFA in PBS containing 0.084% Ca++ and 0.04% Mg++ (PBS++) for 10 min before the permeabilisation step. The protocol was

followed as described above, except that PBS++ instead of PBS was used. Antibodies used were ZO-1 (Invitrogen 61-7300,

1:400), VE-cadherin (R & D Systems AF1002, 1:500), claudin-5 Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific 352588, 1:100), occludin

Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific 331588, 1:100)) and PLVAP Clone MECA-32 (BD Biosciences, 550563, 1:100).

For claudin-5 primary antibody staining, the sections were blocked in 2% Fab fragment (Jackson Immunoresearch 715-007-

003) /10% donkey serum/PBS overnight at 4�C instead of the blocking solution described above.

To reveal the presence of HRP in HRP-injected samples by light microscopy, an additional step was performed after the secondary

antibody incubation. Samples were washed in PBS and incubated in an amplification buffer containing 0.1% tyramide reagent and

0.0015% H2O2 for 5 minutes in the dark at RT (Molecular Probes).

Human nerves were placed into 4% PFA/PBS upon dissection and kept at 4�C. The next day, smaller fragments were cut from the

original piece and were placed in a fresh solution of PFA for 1-2 days. Following the fixation, nerves were cryopreserved and

embedded in OCT following the same protocol as rodent nerves.
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3D immunostaining
PACT protocol

To immunostain the junctional proteins of the perineurium and blood vessels, the PACT protocol was performed.80 Briefly, nerves

were fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4�C. Nerves were then incubated for 24 hours in 4% acrylamide (40% acrylamide, BioRad),

0.25% 2,2’-Azobis (2-methylpropionamidine) dihydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS at 4�C. Nerves were degassed with nitrogen

for 5 minutes and then left at 37�C for >6 hours, prior to being washed in PBS for one day at 37�C. All subsequent incubations
took place at 37�C in a rotating device. Nerves were then incubated in 8% SDS for 4 days, with a fresh solution of SDS used on

the third day. Nerves were washed in 0.01% sodium azide /PBS overnight, prior to the primary antibody incubation. Antibodies

were diluted in 2% donkey serum/ 0.1% triton/ 0.01% sodium azide/PBS and incubated for 3 days, with fresh antibody added every

day. The antibodies used were: VE-Cadherin (R&D systems AF1002, 1:10) and ZO1 (Invitrogen 61-7300, 1:10). Nerves were washed

overnight in PBS and further incubated in the relevant secondary antibodies coupled to donkey Alexa Fluor fluorophores (1/100).

Antibodies were diluted in 2% donkey serum/0.1% Triton/0.01% sodium azide/PBS and incubated for 4 days, with fresh antibody

added daily for the first 3 days. Nerves were then washed in PBS O/N and incubated in Histodenz (Sigma D2158, 1.3 g/ml) overnight

at 4�C, prior to being mounted in Histodenz using a mould (Grace bio-labs 664113) and dental glue (picodent twinsil).

iDisco protocol

Blood vessel andmacrophage immunostaining of sciatic nerves were performed using the iDisco protocol.81 Briefly, nerves were har-

vestedandfixed in 4%PFAovernight at 4�C.Thenext day, nerveswere left inPFA for 1 houratRT, thenwashed inPBSand0.2%Triton/

PBS at RT for 1 hour each. Nerves were then incubated in 0.2% Triton /20% DMSO/PBS overnight at 37�C. The next day, the nerves

were incubated in 0.1%Triton/0.1%Tween /0.1%(w/v) deoxycholate/0.1%NP40 /PBSO/Nat 37�C. The sampleswere thenwashed in

0.2%Triton/PBS twice for 1 hour at RT, then incubated in 0.2%Triton /20%DMSO /0.3%glycine (w/v)/PBSO/N at 37�C. The samples

were further washed in 0.2% Tween / 0.001% (w/v) heparin/PBS twice for 1 hour at RT, then blocked in 0.2% Triton /10%DMSO /6%

donkey serum/PBS for 8 hours at 4�C. The nerveswere then incubated in a blocking solution containing the primary antibodies (to Iba1,

VE cadherin, and CD31, all 1:50) for 3 days at 37�C. Fresh antibody was added each day during this incubation. Nerves were then

washed in 0.2%Tween /0.001%heparin (w/v)/PBS>8hours and further incubatedwith a blocking solution containing the relevant sec-

ondary antibodies (1:100) for 3 days. Fresh antibody was added each day during this incubation. Nerves were then washed in 0.2%

Tween /0.001% (w/v) heparin/PBS for 24 hours. Nerves were then cleared as follows: nerves were first dehydrated by a series of incu-

bations in tetrahydrofuran (THF,Sigma) startingwith 50%THF/50%water overnight, followedby1hour in 80%THFand twice for 1 hour

in 100% THF. Nerves were then incubated in dichloromethane (DCM, Sigma) until the sample sank. Finally, nerves were incubated in

DiBenzyl Ether (DBE, Sigma), and mounted in DBE using a mould (Grace-bio-labs 664113) and dental glue.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
TEM was performed as described previously.82 Briefly, nerves were fixed in a phosphate buffered solution (0.2M Na2HPO4: 0.2M

NaH2PO4 in a 4:1 ratio) containing 2% glutaraldehyde and 2%PFA, for 1-7 days at 4�C. After 3 washes in phosphate buffer, the nerves

were incubated in 2% Osmium Tetroxide for 2 hours at 4�C. The solution was rinsed off by 3 washes in water. The samples were then

negatively stained in 2%Uranyl acetate for 45mins at 4�Candwashed inwater. Nerveswere then dehydrated by a series of incubations

in increasing concentrations of ethanol: 5 mins in 25%, 5 mins in 50%, 5 mins in 70%, 10 mins in 90% and 4x10 mins in 100% ethanol.

The dehydrated nerveswere immersed in a propylene oxide solution for 3x10mins, ensuring complete removal of residual ethanol in the

tissue. Resin was prepared bymixing TAAB 812 (47%), DDSA (18.5%),MNA (32.5%) andDMP30 (2%). Nerves were then incubated for

1 hour in 50% resin-50%propylene oxide and a 100% resin overnight. The resin was refreshed in themorning. Nerves were embedded

in resin in the evening and baked at 60�C overnight to allow the resin to polymerise. For HRP tracer experiments, fixed nerves were

embedded in 2.8% low melting point agarose, and 150mm sections were prepared using a vibrating microtome (Leica). Sections

were then washed in 0.05M Tris/HCl pH7.6 before undergoing DAB (3,3’-Diaminobezidine tetra-HCl) reaction as follows: 250ml of a

3%DAB solution (TAAB, D008) were added to 10ml of 0.05M Tris/HCl buffer and 7ml of 30% hydrogen peroxidase. Sectionswere incu-

bated in this solution in the dark for 15 mins and further washed in the Tris buffer. After this, the sections were osmicated, stained, de-

hydrated and embedded as described above. Samples were trimmed and 70nm ultrathin sections were cut with a 45� diamond knife

(DiatomeDiATOME) using an ultramicrotome (Leica UC7) and collected on 1x2 mm Formvar-coated slot grids. Images were acquired

with a FEI Tecnai Spirit Bio-twin electron microscope (ThermoFisher) and a Morada G2 camera (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions).

Serial Block Face SEM (SBF-SEM)
The samples were prepared essentially as described in Starborg et al.83 Briefly, nerves were fixed in 0.2M phosphate buffer containing

2.5% PFA and 1.5% glutaraldehyde overnight at 4�C. Nerves were further incubated in 1% osmium tetroxide/1.5% potassium ferricy-

anide in water for 90 minutes at RT. After 3x 5minute washes in water, nerves were incubated in 1% tannic acid in 0.05M sodium ca-

codylate buffer for 2 hours at RT twice. Nerves were then washed in water again and treated in 1% osmium tetroxide for 30 minutes at

RT. Nerves were then incubated in uranyl acetate (2%), dehydrated and embedded in epoxy resin as described above. Following this,

1-2mm thick cross sections were cut from the resin block, mounted with cyanoacrylate glue onto a specimen pin and 70nm thick sec-

tions were examined by TEM to identify the regions of interest. Samples on pins were then carbon-coated and mounted in an SEM

equipped with a 3View microtome system (Gatan). The regions of interest on the block face were re-located in the SEM using back-

scattered electron detection and the imaging and cutting parameters were optimised for each sample. Data sets were collected
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with section thickness between 120 and 150microns in a Zeiss SigmaFEG-SEMcoupled toGatan 3View.Datawas imported intoAmira

software (Thermo Fisher Scientific), where the cells of interest were manually segmented, reconstructed, and rendered in 3D.

Array Tomography SEM (AT-SEM)
Samples were prepared for scanning electron microscopy following a modified protocol (https://www.protocols.io/view/

preparation-of-biological-tissues-for-serial.-block-36wgq7je5vk5/v2). Samples were washed in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer

and post-fixed in 1% OsO4/1.5% potassium ferricyanide for 60 minutes at 4�C. Samples were then washed in distilled H2O and

treated with 1% thiocarbohydrazide (TCH) for 20 minutes at RT, 2% osmium (OsO4) for 30 minutes at 4�C, 1% uranyl acetate

(UA) overnight at 4�C, and lead aspartate for 30 minutes at 60�C, with intermediate washing in distilled H2O between each step.

Dehydration and resin embeddingwas performed as previously described. Serial ultrathin sections were cut with a 45� diamond knife

(DiatomeDiATOME) using an ultramicrotome (Leica UC7) and collected on ITO-coated coverslips. SEM imagingwas performed using

the SENSE backscatter detector on a Gemini 300 SEM (Zeiss) with an accelerating voltage of 4.5kV reduced to a landing energy of

1.5kV by application of a stage bias of 3kV, and at a working distance of 4mm. Serial imaging was performed using Atlas 5 software

(Fibics), and images aligned using ImageJ.

Correlative light electron microscopy (CLEM)
CLEM was performed as described in Cattin et al.82. Briefly, nerves were fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4�C. The next day, they were

washed in ice-cold PBS for 30 mins, and embedded in 2.6% low melting point agarose. 100mm nerve transverse sections were then

obtained using a vibratome. The sections were blocked in a solution of 10%goat serum/PBS for 30mins, prior to being incubated in a

solution of goat serum/PBS containing the primary antibodies against CD34 and F4/80 (1:400) for 1 hour. The sections were washed

in PBS and further incubated for 1 hour in a solution of 10%goat serum/PBS containing secondary antibodies (1/400, Alexa fluor 594,

647 from Thermo Fisher Scientific), Hoechst (1:1000), or primary antibody against aSMA conjugated to FITC (1:500). All incubations

were performed at 4�C. After this incubation, the sections were placed in a glass-bottomed petri dish and fixedwith 2.6% lowmelting

point agarose. Fluorescence images of regions of interest were acquired with a Leica SPE3 confocal microscope. Following acqui-

sition, the sections were detached from the petri-dish and fixed for a second time in a 0.2M phosphate buffer containing 2.5% PFA

and 1.5%glutaraldehyde for 30mins at 4�C. The fixative waswashed overnight in phosphate buffer at 4�C. The next day, the sections
were subjected to the TEM protocol as described above. Ultra-thin sections were prepared with a microtome as described above,

with particular care to collect the first sections, to be able to correlate with immunofluorescent images acquired earlier. TEM images

were acquired and processed as described above. The correlation between the fluorescent images and the electron microscopy

images were performed by hand, using FIJI, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator.

Assessment of BNB function by Evans Blue
This experiment was performed as described in Napoli et al.38 Briefly, nerves were snap-frozen in OCT upon dissection. Sections of

10mm were obtained using a cryostat (Leica) and mounted under a glass coverslip with fluoromount. The nerves were immediately

imagedwith a Zeiss Axio imagermicroscope using the 594 laser. Alternatively, sciatic nerves were dissected and fixed for aminimum

of 4 hours in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)/PBS, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose/PBS overnight at 4�C, incubated in 50% OCT/30%

sucrose/PBS for 2 hours, embedded in OCT and finally frozen in liquid nitrogen. Sections of 10mm were obtained using a cryostat

(Leica) and mounted on a glass slide and immediately imaged with a Zeiss Axio imager microscope using the 594 nm laser.

Assessment of the permeability of the perineurium
The permeability of the perineuriumwas assessed ex vivo. Control nerves were harvested and immersed in a solution of 10%NaCl for

10 mins. NaCl-treated, control or P0-RafTR samples were then immersed in a solution containing 40kDa dextran-FITC (10 mg/ml) for

15 min for permeability evaluation (being careful not to immerse the extremities).

Light Microscope details
Confocal microscopes Zeiss LSM880Multiphoton, Zeiss LSM900 and Leica TCS SP8 STEDwere usedwith 40x (1.3 NA) and 63x (1.4

NA) oil immersion objectives or 20x (0.8 NA) objective. Confocal microscope Leica SPE3 was used with 40x (1.15 NA) and 63x (1.3

NA) oil immersion objectives. Zeiss LSM880 Multiphoton was also used for multiphoton imaging and linear unmixing was performed

after acquisition. Z step size ranged from 0.3-0.5mm. For super-resolutionmicroscopy the NikonGFP4 iSIMwas usedwith 100x (1.45

NA) oil immersion objective with z-step size 0.1mm.

Experimental Design
The number of animals used for each experiment is stated in the relevant legend, with aminimum of 3 animal per experimental group.

No data was excluded. Blinding was used when possible.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Image quantification
2D confocal imageswere opened and processed using Fiji,84 Photoshop Software (Adobe) and Imaris. Parameters for optimisation of

visualisation were applied to all images in an experiment. EM images were opened with Fiji and subjected to the ‘‘A posteriori shading

correction’’ plugin developed by Maxime Pinchon, Laetitia Pasquet and No€el Bonnet and available online (automatic mode, 2x2). 3D

Iba1 and CD31 immunostaining were deconvoluted using the Huygens software and opened using Imaris. The BSA-FITC images in

Figure 5I were deconvoluted using Huygens software and opened using Fiji. Nikon iSIM images were deconvoluted using the 3D de-

convolution module in the Nikon NIS-Elements software. Cell counting was performed using the built-in cell counter plugin in Fiji.

Endoneurial endothelial cell coverage

EndoEC coverage using 2D-TEM imageswas performed as follows: Using Fiji, the outer perimeter of each ECwasmanually drawn and

measured. Cells participating in the coveragewere identified as either embedded in the BM or in direct contact with it. The length of the

cell/cell fragments embeddedor incontactwith theBMwasmeasuredand the total ECcoveragewasobtainedwith sumcontacting cell/

EC perimeter. Coverage of 3D-TEM was performed as follows: using Imaris, ECs and contacting cells were manually and individually

drawnoneach section inorder to recreate the surface-rendering as visualised in the figures. Theouter surfaceof theECswasmeasured,

as well as the surfaces of the contacting cells in direct contact with the ECs. A ratio of these values was calculated to obtain the cellular

coverage of ECs. Pericyte coverage quantifications on 2D-TEM imageswere performed as follows: using Fiji, the outer perimeter of the

ECwasmanuallydrawnandmeasured.Pericyteswere identifiedby their localisationwithin theBM,and the lengthof thecell contactwith

the ECwasmeasured. Pericyte coveragewas obtainedwith sumpericyte/ECperimeter. Blood vessel lumen diameterwas obtained us-

ing the following formula:p/ lumen perimeter. The lumen perimeter wasmeasured bymanually drawing it on 2D-TEM images using Fiji.

Cell:cell junction permeability

HRP penetration of cell:cell junctions was quantified using Fiji analysis of EM images. Penetration was determined by calculating the

ratio between the length of the cell:cell junction, as visible on the 2D-TEM image, and the length of the black signal of the HRP/DAB

reaction penetrating the length of the cell:cell junction. Using this method, a junction with a tight kissing point at the lumen side has a

penetration ratio of 0 while a junction in which HRP can be observed throughout the whole length has a penetration ratio of 1.

Transcytosis levels

HRP transcytosis levels were calculated from 2D-TEM images using Fiji. The number of vesicles containing the black signal of the

HRP/DAB reaction were counted manually. The area of cytoplasm was obtained using Fiji by measuring the total area of the blood

vessel and subtracting the lumen area as well as the area of the nuclei of the ECs. Area of cytoplasm = total BV area – (area of lumen +

area of EC nuclei).

Penetration of tracers into the endoneurium

Quantification of the penetration of tracers using fluorescent images were performed using Fiji. We first applied a fixed threshold to

the tracers’ signal (dextran-FITC, ASO-cy3, HRP). We then manually removed regions corresponding to the lumen of EndoBVs and

the perineurium, as well as any surrounding tissue or empty/background area. To quantify EndoEC penetration, we measured the

area of each EndoBV, subtracted the area of the lumen and calculated the tracer intensity within the EndoEC. To quantify penetration

through the perineurium, we measured the area of the endoneurium and normalised the intensity to the analysed area.

Junctional protein expression was quantified using a Nikon iSIM. Whole 10mm longitudinal sections were scanned with the micro-

scope using a 100x oil objective and expression of junctional proteins (claudin-5, occludin, VE-Cadherin, ZO-1) per BV (marked with

CD31) counted.

Imaris 3D surface reconstruction and quantification

Images acquired from the Leica SP8 STED microscope were opened on Imaris (V9.1.2 and V9.9.1). Surfaces were created for each

channel: For quantification of coverage, ECs (CD31), pericytes (aSMA), macrophages (F4/80) and or tactocytes (CD34). For quanti-

fication of Cav-1 expression, ECs (CD31), Caveolin-1 and nuclei (Hoechst). The same surface creation parameters were used for all

images within an experiment, with minor adjustments in intensity threshold to compensate for dim staining. For quantification of

coverage, a mask of the blood vessel surface was created in Imaris, exported to Fiji and filled using a macro, kindly provided by

Tchern Lenn. The macro fills spherical objects through the whole z plane. This was imported into the Imaris file and used to create

a surface for filled blood vessels. Internal controls were performed to confirm consistency by taking a ratio of the non-filled vs filled

blood vessel. For the coverage of EndoBVs by pericytes, the ‘‘surface-surface coloc’’ function was applied to both surfaces. For the

coverage of EndoBVs bymacrophages and tactocytes, a distance transformation function was applied to the EndoBVs. This ensured

that only pericytes in contact with EndoBVs were selected. Pericytes and EndoBVs were merged to quantify the coverage by mac-

rophages or tactocytes using the ‘‘surface-surface coloc’’ function. ‘‘Surface-surface coloc’’ results in a new surface for the coloc-

alisation area. The area of EndoBVs and ‘‘surface-surface coloc’’ was exported to Excel and quantified per EndoBV. For the quan-

tification of Cav-1 expression, a surface was created for EndoECs (CD31) and masked onto the Cav-1 channel to remove all staining

outside of the EndoECs. A surface for nuclei (Hoechst) was created and masked onto the Cav-1 channel to remove any staining not

localised in the cytoplasm of the ECs. To quantify the expression of Cav-1, surfaces were created and the values for EndoEC volume

and Cav1 within EndoEC volume were exported to Excel and Cav1/EndoEC volume quantified per EndoBVs.
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Statistical analysis
The number of animals used in each experiment is stated throughout the paper. For each quantification of fluorescence microscopy,

a minimum of 5 images were quantified for each animal. Statistical analysis was carried out using Prism (Graphpad) statistical anal-

ysis software. All data are expressed as mean ± SEM unless otherwise indicated. Before applying statistical test, all datasets were

subjected to a Shapiro-Wilk normality test to determine the choice of the test. Non-parametric tests were applied on non-normal data

sets. When two experimental groups were compared, we used unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test (parametric) or Mann-Whitney

test (non- parametric) or Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (non-parametric to compare distributions). When more than 2 experimental

groups were compared, we used a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Bonferonni’s multiple comparisons test.

P-values are indicated by asterisks as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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